ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week of September 18th

Happy start of Fall!

Important Announcement
Tuesday’s Colloquium with Dr. Sravan has been canceled due to unforeseen circumstances. We are hoping to reschedule for the Spring. Our Colloquium series will resume next Tuesday, the 26th.

Upcoming Events
September 21st- Information session with OSU Alumni, Dr. Jessen! 3:00 PM, 4138 Physics Research Building. Come meet Dr. Jessen and the group from Texas Instruments to learn more about them, their products, and career opportunities!
YOU’RE INVITED

Join us for an info-session

Scott W. Jessen, Ph.D.
Date: Sept. 21
Time: 3:00 p.m.
Location: Physics Research Building Room 4138

Learn more about TI products and career opportunities!

October 4th- Institute for Optical Science, X-Lites Talk by F. Kärtner: Enabling Technologies for X-ray FELs, Attosecond Science and THz Strong-Field Physics. More information

Upcoming Colloquia & Seminars
9/18/23 Quantum Matter Seminar- Ethan Lake- Ultraslow Dynamics, Fragile Fragmentation, and Geometric Group Theory. More information
9/18/23 Nuclear Physics Seminar- Kayman Jhosef- Polarization of Vector Mesons in Non-Equilibrium Hydrodynamics with Spin. More information
9/25/23 Quantum Matter Seminar- Dr. Laimei Nie- TBA
9/27/23 Biophysics Seminar- Rafael Bernardi- TBA
10/2/23 Quantum Matter Seminar- Dr. Nathanan Tantivasadakarn- TBA
10/3/23 Fall 2023 Colloquium Series- Dr. Anil Patnaik- Challenges for Building a Resilient Free-Space Quantum Network. More information
10/9/23 Quantum Matter Seminar- Gleb Finkelstein- TBA

Full Department
The recently renovated Undergraduate Student Lounge is now open! This
great work and study space boasts moveable furniture pieces and boards, modern furnishing, and more! Check it out in Rm 1011 Smith Lab. More information
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Our department will be hosting a "Beat Michigan" blood drive on November 1st, 2023, from 9:00 am- 3:00 pm, at 191 W Woodruff. Our goal is to get 12 donors, and you can sign up to give blood now through this link.

---

**Faculty**

Are you planning to take someone to the Faculty Club or Blackwell Bistro for a business meal? If so, please share the details, such as business purpose, worktags, and attendees’ names, with your Administrative Assistant before the event.

And Reminder: tips are not allowed to be given at the Faculty Club per college policy and return itemized receipt to you Administrative Assistant.

---

Associate Professor **Geraldine Cochran** has been awarded NSF funding for an AGEP grant proposal, Inclusive Graduate Programs: An AGEP (Alliances for Graduate Education and the Professoriate) Pilot in Physics. The lead institution is Northwestern University and OSU is one of the co-leads. Cochran is a Co-Principal Investigator. More information

---

**Graduate Students**

Ohio State is launching a new **MS/PHD program** in Quantum Information Science and Engineering (QISE) with funding from the National Science Foundation. The program, funded by NSF’s Research Traineeship (NRT), will include core new graduate-level courses, experiential learning such as graduate research and industry internships, and professional training in
communication and ethics. Students will have access to faculty members and courses in the Departments of Physics, Math and Chemistry and Biochemistry in the College of Arts and Sciences, as well as the Departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, and Materials Science Engineering. More information

**Undergraduate Students**
Get involved! The Department of Physics provides many opportunities to engage further and meet other physics majors, including our wonderful **student organizations**! The Society of Physics Students (SPS), Sigma Pi Sigma: Physics Honors Society, Society for Women in Physics, and Polaris Mentoring Program are all worth looking into if you want to be more involved in the department. Visit our website for [more information](#).

**Undergraduate socials** are back! Join us once a month on Thursdays from 2-3 PM in the PRB commons for food, drink, games, and socializing with your fellow physics majors. Our next event will be Thursday, October 19th. We hope to see you there! [More information](#) on our social media @osuphysics.

*Submit your news items to scopel.6@osu.edu by 5pm, Thursday.*

Follow us on all social media platforms: [Facebook](#), [Instagram](#), and [Twitter](#)